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Softs Technical Charts

NY 2nd Month Sugar Futures

NY sugar edged lower yesterday after struggling above the previous day’s high of 23.70 to close at 23.30.

However, the support at the longer-term moving average held firm, and today’s trading opened slightly on the

front foot above these levels. The stochastics are showing a continued appetite for upside momentum, with the

%K/%D strengthening out of the oversold, while the MACD diff is negative and converging. This suggests that we

could see prices edge higher in the near term, and today’s opening above the 10 DMA at 23.20 should add

another layer of support. This could trigger gains to the 24.00 level before the 40 DMA at 24.74. Alternatively, if

the moving average support at 23.20 is broken, we could see prices edge back down to 22.60 and 22.00,

respectively. We expect futures to remain on the front foot today.
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Ldn 2nd Month Sugar Futures

Ldn sugar futures struggled above 650 once again, causing prices to close below this level at 647.10. Still, the

moving averages are providing firm support on the downside, and the stochastics suggest further gains in the

near term. The %K/%D is diverging on the upside out of the oversold, and the MACD diff is negative and

converging, suggesting waning selling pressures. To confirm the indicators’ move on the upside, futures have to

break above 650 first before 661.10. The next robust level of resistance stands at the 40 DMA at 676.05.

Alternatively, the 10 DMA is about to cross below the 100 DMA level, which is a traditionally bearish signal, and if

futures break below this level, it could trigger losses down to 620. We expect futures to retest the 650 level

today, holding above the moving average levels.



NY 2nd Month Coffee Futures

NY coffee futures held their nerve yesterday after prices tested below 160 once again to close slightly above at

160.45. The RSI is rising, and %K/%D has converged on the upside in the oversold territory, acting as a strong

bullish signal. The MACD diff is negative and converging, suggesting a further appetite for higher prices, but

futures need to break above 160 completely to trigger the momentum. A break above this level towards the 10

DMA resistance at 162.96 would confirm the strong bullish momentum. Conversely, appetite for prices below 160

could trigger a test of support of 155, the low not seen since January. A long-legged doji candle shows indecision

about either direction as it traded around the 160 level; the length of the wicks also points to increased volatility

during the day. The indicators point to a change of appetite on the upside, but futures need to close above 160

completely, the level they struggled to break above in the last couple of sessions.



Ldn 2nd Month Coffee Futures

Ldn coffee futures held their nerve yesterday as marginal upside momentum saw prices close above the 2489

support once again at 2510. The RSI is beginning to rise as %K/%D continues to fall, diverging further into the

oversold. The MACD diff is negative and converging, suggesting that downside pressures are beginning to wane.

To confirm the indicators and the move on the upside, prices need to take out the 2500 level. A break above this

level towards 10 DMA at 2586 would confirm the growing bullish momentum. Conversely, appetite for prices

below 2489 could trigger a test of support of 2400. A gravestone doji candle shows potential rejection of higher

prices, and with the 10 DMA crossing below the 40 DMA level, a robust resistance is building. In the meantime, we

expect prices to remain supported above the 2489 level.



NY 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

NY cocoa futures weakened yesterday after the market rejected prices above 3400. At the same time, the trend

line held firm, and futures closed just above this level at 3313. The %K/%D indicator fluctuated between gains and

losses in recent days, as futures struggled to find momentum, but recently converged on the downside and are

now seen leaving the overbought territory. Likewise, the MACD diff is positive and converging, highlighting recent

downside pressures. To suggest further weakness, prices need to break down the trend level and the short-term

moving average level at 3296 before attempting to test the 3200 level. Alternatively, 3400 remains a robust

resistance level. We expect to see moderate downside pressures today as futures test prices below 10 DMA.



Ldn 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

Ldn cocoa weakened yesterday as protracted selling pressure triggered a close on the back foot at 2601. The

stochastics are falling, and the RSI has also edged lower, sending a sell signal. The MACD diff is positive and

converging, and the %K/%D indicators have converged on the downside, a strong sell signal. A full bearish candle

suggests growing selling pressures; this could set the scene for lower prices to break below the 2600 support

level. This would confirm the trend for falling prices, down to 2500. On the upside, resistance at 2678 has proven

to be strong, and an appetite above that level would strengthen the bullish momentum. This could also trigger

gains towards 2700. The bearish engulfing pattern suggests an impending market downturn, and we expect

prices to continue to fall in the near term.

 



 

 

Risk warning
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have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers. Sucden Financial
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products unless they are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and they have sought professional advice. Please read our full risk
warnings and disclaimers (www.sucdenfinancial.com/en/risk-warning-and-disclaimers).


